
Microsoft project licenses 
 
 

 
You need licensen for Microsoft Project in all the other formats than the Project Server solution, 
 
It’s easy to buy more licenses once you’ve startet using Project. We can advise you on which 
model might suit your needs best. If you would like a quick survey of your companys demands, you 
can take the test om our site. You can also read a bit about the different kinds of Microsoft Project 
here. 
 
For every license you buy, more users will be able to benefit from the Project solution you have. In 
the picture underneath, the different kinds of licenses are outlined. 
 
We focus on creating and selecting the solution that fits your organization from the beginning. 
Please do contact us for advice. 
 
Like companies and projects, the people who work with project management tools within these 
cooperations also differ. That is why it is so hard to find ‘one size that fits all’. You might be a 
project manager  who prefers to controle your projects in closed spheres. Or a 
portfolioadministrator that wants to be able to make decisions about the portfolio. Or you might be 
a team member, that would like to contribute with status updates. 
 
But here is an overview and a couple of short descriptions of some of each kinds of Project 
advantages and backsets. 
 

  
 
 
 
On preminse implementation 
-where your project is controlled on you own server) 
 
Project Standard 



This solutions suits the project managers that control small projects. You can’t easily share your 
plan with others in this type of MS Project. You can buy CAL licenses for all teammembers, but it 
is usually a bit expensive. If you get the need to share your projects or if your projects need to be 
scaled upwards, you will often be able to benefit from upgrading to Project Professional og Project 
server. 
 
Project Professional 
Project Professional has a bit more features than the Standard version. The most important reason to  
pick the Professional version often is that you can connect to others in your plan through a Project 
Server. You can edit team members profiles and give them access to the portfolio. License to this 
programme usually allows you to install it on one PC. 
 
Project Server 
With Project Server you can connect multiple plans. You can also give team members editing 
rights. You can buy as many CAL licenses for a Project Server solution as you want. 
 
Implementation from the cloud 
- where your project runs on Microsofts server, and you don’t need any yourself. 
 
Project Pro for Office 365 
This version of Project Professional is cloud based. If you make an agreement with Microsoft, you 
will have the newest version of all times at all times. If you buy one license for this type of 
Microsoft Project, you will usually be able to install it on five devices. You can share your project 
plan both through Project Server and Project Online. 
 
Project Online 
This product is similar to Project Server – only it is cloud based. You can buy licenses to as many 
users as you want. There is no CAL to take into account. You can also make a hybrid, if you 
already have a Server solution, but would like to try out an Online one. 
 
Project Lite 
It is possible to buy acquisitions if you have Project Online. This way the plan is easily scalable and 
all team member can get access to the plan. 
 
 
 
   


